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Abstract
There are five districts with the highest stunting rate in North Sumatra and in Langkat district by 38.7 percent in 2017. This research looks at the analysis of the implementation of specific and sensitive nutrition intervention programs to reduce stunting rates in Langkat. This research is a qualitative study with a phenomenological design using purposive sampling method with 8 informants with the criteria of program implementers and field implementers and the community using CFIR tools to see the implementation of specific and sensitive nutrition intervention programs to reduce stunting in toddlers in Langkat. From the analysis of 31 CFIR constructs, there are 6 strong constructs of influence, where 4 constructs have a positive effect, namely the characteristics of the agency structure, pressure to change, self-confidence, program adoption and 2 constructs have a negative effect, namely external networks and external needs and incentives. There are 4 constructs that have a weak but very impactful effect where 3 constructs have a negative effect, namely the impact and desired change, the involvement of the leader and available resources and 1 construction has a positive effect, namely the level of individual change on the reduction of stunting rates in children under five in Langkat. However, improvements are needed in terms of cooperation between agencies, budgeting, additional special programs outside the specific and sensitive nutrition intervention program, the appointment of a special program leader and support for facilities, infrastructure and human resources for the implementation of the specific and sensitive nutrition intervention program in Langkat district.

I. Introduction
Health is a very important element of the quality of life in national development. The national health system has established that the goal of health development is to increase awareness, willingness, and ability to live healthy for everyone so that a high degree of public health can be realized - high human resources, as an investment for socially and economically productive development (Health Law No. 36 of 2009). In realizing the optimal health degree, the role of prime health service is needed. Health care is one of the determinants of the degree of public health. One of the targets is the Public Health Center. It is a functional unit which is a center of community health development that also fosters community participation and provides comprehensive and integrated services to the community in its working area in the form of main activities. Public Health Center have the authority and responsibility for maintaining public health in their working area (MOH in Hasibuan, 2020).
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According to the Health Data and Information Window Bulletin (Sakti, Eka Satriani, 2018) stunting is a major nutritional problem facing Indonesia. Stunting itself is a condition of children having a length or height that is less when compared to age. In another section (Trihono, 2015) states that the stunting condition can be measured based on Zscore values ≥-3 to <-2 SD (short) and <-3 SD (very short) according to WHO (World Health Organization) standards. Stunting can also be interpreted as a condition of failure to thrive in children under five due to chronic malnutrition, especially in the First 1000 Days of Life (HPK). In another part of the stunting rate in Indonesia, based on basic health research data (Balitbang Kemenkes RI, 2018) in 2013, there were 37.2% of children under five who experienced stunting and decreased in 2018 to 30.8%, amounting to 6.4%. This figure ranks Indonesia 108th out of 132 countries included in countries with high stunting rates according to data from the 2016 Global Nutrition Report. (Shinta, 2020)

The prevalence of stunting in Indonesia stood at 35.6 percent in 2010 and increased in 2013 to 37.2 percent and increased from 2010 in 35.6%. There are 20 provinces that numbers of stunting above of national numbers and hard category (30-39%) and there are 14 provinces in serious category (>40%). Fifteen province are papua, maluku, south sulawesi, North maluku, middle sulawesi, middle kalimantan, aceh, north sumatera, southeast sulawesi, lampung, south kalimantan, west papua, west nusa tenggara, north sulawesi, east nusa tenggara (Riskesdas 2013).

North sumatera in serious category (37,2%) and there are five higest district with numbers of stunting: Langkat (55%), Padang Lawas (54,9%), North Nias (54,8%), Batubara (54,7%), pakpak bharat (52,3%).

Government has program that call spesific and sensitive nutrition intervention to decreasing numbers of stunting. These programs devide in two parts, first spesific nutrition intervention that is public health service in this case health service district langkat. This sector give 30% to decreasing number of stunting if the program doing well and the second is sensitive nutrition intervention, those are lintassektor office and give 70% to decreasing number of stunting.

The program of spesific nutrition intervention is Complementary food ASI, administration of worm medicine, administration for zink suplementation, full immunization, prevention and treatment of diarrhea, prevention of dengue and malaria.

The program of sensitif nutrition intervention are doing out of health service for example in food security agency, sanitation and environment, service for women and children empowerment. The programs are access to sanitation and clean water, improve food and nutrition security, provide guarantees to the poor (TNP2K).

Numbers of stunting in langkat is the highest one although have done the program spesific and sensitive nutrition intervention in community, so that it necessary to see what factors that influence the implementation of that program to decreasing numbers of stunting inn toddler in langkat in 2018.

II. Research Method

This is a qualitative research and use implementation research as a strategic to collect all data then it deep analyzed to seeing what factors that influence implmenetation of program spesific and sensitive nutrition intervention to decreasing numbers of stunting toddler in langkat.
This qualitative use implementation research done not only see policy but also how the policy is doing or not.

Research location is in district Langkat province North Sumatera with focus at public health office in nutrition community department, and family health department. It also was doing in health center Pantai Cermin as one example health center with stunting toddler. In health center will do in depth interview with head of the health center and village midwife in Pematang Serai as a village with numbers stunting highest in working area of health center Pantai Cermin and the other informants is from empowering children and women office.

Choose informants use technic non probability sampling with method purposive sampling with criteria of chosen informants suitability and adequacy that is according to the needs and if data is enough and can describe the conditions that need in this research.

This research use consolidated framework for implementation research (CFIR) as a tool to collect all data. The CFIR have five domains and thirty nine constructions to diagnose implementation of the program are done at October 2018.

### III. Result and Discussion

From indepth interview that was doing to five informans and the result is part into five domain of CFIR, classification, and specification what factors that influence the implementation program:

Result of this research from all the domain of CFIR there are four domain that have impact those are outer setting, inner setting, characteristic of individual and process.

a. **From outer setting in patient need** informants say they know all the patient need from live review result to community, as the village midwife and head of health center they have some people who register all the need of community with asking personally about their need and hope, then it will make in a paper then it report to head of health center. From datas they will make what program will choose according community need. If the nutrition and family health departemen they doing the same but the program that will do is come from department of health in Jakarta, they only doing what programs that choose in Jakarta.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>construction</th>
<th>Inf 1/ Nutrition</th>
<th>Inf 2/ Family Health</th>
<th>Inf 3/ Village Mid wf</th>
<th>Inf 4/ Head of HC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outer Setting</td>
<td>Patient Need</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Setting</td>
<td>Tension for change</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incentive and reward</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goals and feedback</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership engagement</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic of Individual</td>
<td>Individual stage of change</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Internal implementation leaders</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External change agent</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. **Inner setting in tension for change**, in head of health center say that people in health center just doing their work as obligation, they work because they were paid, but the program is done as long time before, so they have understood about that program, and it has no difficulty for them to do it in community, and their feeling when doing the program for the first time is not too difficult just need adaptation with community, but it can doing well after some meeting. Same as the village midwife she doing the program because that program come from head of health center so it must done, first she learn about the program and slowly doing in community, first time she feel uncomfortable because she not yet understand about that program, but slowly she understand she can doing that easy in community. The nutrition and family health department more understand about tension for change, part of the staff understand that they must know what is the goal of the program so that they can understand that there is a need from themselves to change and understand what is specific and sensitive nutrition intervention is, part of the team just doing their obligation and not too understand about tension of change. But the head of department nutrition and family health always know them the goal from personal meeting in department, in order step by step they understand about it.

c. **Inner setting in compatibility** about the program specific and sensitive nutrition intervention are compatibility with customary value and norms in community, the village midwife as the person who immediately connect with community never has some obstacle about norms, it means the program is compatible with community norms. Same recognition come form head of health center, nutrition department and family health department.

d. **Inner setting in incentive and reward** this program come in the middle of budget, it makes nutrition and family department cannot make a budget about the incentive people who doing the program of specific and sensitive nutrition intervention in their department, but in public health it has budget from BOK fund, although it come in middle of budget, head of health center still can rotate the budget to program specific and sensitive nutrition intervention. It same with the village midwife because she just doing the program from head of health center.

e. **Inner setting in goals and feedback** nutrition department, family health department, head of health center and village midwife all of them knows that there are goals that made by center of public health in jakarta about the program of specific and sensitive nutrition intervention in order all part that doing this program can evaluating their performance to do it. The goals also made to see feedback from all department that do the program, when the performance is evaluating so that they know what feedback need from their performance. They can see what is needed or what is not from the goals and the head of public health office have been made the specific goals in order all the program can evaluate and give feedback each other.

f. **Inner setting in leadership engagement** the leader of public health office in kabupaten langkat really concern to finish this condition of stunting especially in program that immediately take care of stunting that is department nutrition and health center. They feel engagement of leadership immediately because the leader go down in their department from program specific and sensitive nutrition intervention. High numbers of stunting in district langkat make full attention of the leader how to finish it. In department family health the leader also give attention but not too concern like in the nutrition department and health center office. But the leader give attentions from follow the general meeting that do every month and evaluate every part in family health especially program about stunting.
g. Characteristic of individual in individual stage of change informants in department of nutrition and family health make this program as a job that must do, it means they must do this job because it is their job. For a week, a month, three months and every semester they must be evaluated for what they do, so they must do it well. As a career responsibility people in department nutrition and family health must understood all the program specific and sensitive nutrition intervention, they must be make a evaluation from the program, then make a follow up plan in next semester in order increasing step to do. as the head of health center he said individual stage of change is influenced by how deep we know about the program. In case of stunting head of health center pantai cermin has follow many meeting about program, intervention, technic in field and some result of intervention of stunting. Head of health center learn more than other because health center is spearhead of service so there are more case happen in health center than in department. For the village midwife she just doing what must do as a command by the head of health center, just doing what must do.

h. Process in internal implementatation leaders and external change agent there is not meaningful change from this category because the process of doing the program in every sector not have significant obstacle. There only one leader in every department, it means there is no other leader in process implementation program. That means also there is not external agent of change, it totally doing by the staff of the public health as state civil aparatur without intervention from outer of the agency.

IV. Conclusion

The conclusions of this research are:

a. Outer setting in point patient need all of informants agree that they collect all data patient needs from the community, so it has been acomptable with human needs

b. In inner setting from five constructions tension for change, comptability, incentives and reward, goals and feedback, leadership engagement the goodest construction is in comptability, it means this program is comptability and according to norms in community, and that must repair is in incentives and reward, because this program is happening in the middle of budgeting, there is no budget for incentive, but later it must be in order staff can do the program without obstacle, specially in fund obstacle.

c. Characteristic of individual not have some meaningfull obstacle, most of people just do the job without know that sometimes they must understand why it happens and doing, not only because of job.

d. So the factors that influence specific and sensitive nutrition intervention are from all the staffs and the factors are how to know patient needs as the job of staff, tension for change by everyone need to increase in order better to work, individual stage of change as a modals for staff in order know not only because job, but must understand essential of a program.
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